Life Skills and Issues Affecting
Women and Girls
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Communication – Telling others what you say,
feel or want
 Effective communication helps a person to tell
others through talking, gestures and behaviour.
 We convey to others not only through speaking,
talking and listening. We also communicate using
expressions, gestures and body language.
 All relationships are based on our communication
skills.
 Good ways of communicating helps others to know
opinions, needs and fears without hurting them.
 Good communication requires listening skills. Poor
listening often means that messages are distorted,
and are not heard or heard only partially and are
misinterpreted.
 Sometimes we give “mixed” messages; we say one
thing and our non-verbal behaviour conveys a
different message. It is important that verbal (what
we are saying) and non-verbal behaviour (as
gestures or our body language) need to convey the
same message, otherwise the listener can exploit
the situation to his/her advantage. So, be very clear
while talking and express yourself only after being
sure of what you say and what effect it can have on
others.
 Be polite but firm.
 Assert yourself without offending others.
 You need not try to dominate others to have your way.
 You need not be submissive on every issue if you are a girl.
 You can convince others over a period of time, if not immediately.
 You can convince others if you have sound information, good examples and
reasoning to support your views.
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Activity:
Our Behaviour – Passive, Aggressive or Assertive
1. Role play each behaviour (passive, aggressive or assertive) in front of kishoris. Ask
them to list when do they behave similarly. Ask them to think if they can achieve
what they want without showing aggression, anger or asserting themselves? Discuss
options of behaviour that can be useful in life.
2. The sakhi/ saheli acting as a facilitator says, “Can I go to the Mela?” and “Why did
you not allow me to go out?” ask each one to enact this communication and discuss
their tone and volume of speech, their facial expression and how their body displays
their expectation, followed by resentment, dissappointment and agitation on being
disallowed to go to the Mela.
3. Make kishoris think and tell what they do, when they do not want to do something
(without confronting the person involved to whom they convey their unwillingness).
The list may look like this:
 Refuse or state unwillingness
in a low tone
 Giggling
 Refuse or state unwillingness
in a hesitant voice
 Hiding the face in the hands
 Sounding irritable
 Not talking to anyone
 Pretending having not heard
 Showing having forgetten
about it
 Pretending to have fallen ill
Tell the girls that this is passive behaviour. Explain that when you act like this, you do
not clearly express your own decisions and you depend on other person to understand
your wish. This carries the danger of your will to not do thing being ignored and you
may be forced to do the thing against your wish. Clearly express yourself and give proper
reason for your decision without sounding offensive or hurting the other person.
4. Make kishoris think and tell what they do, when they do not want to do something
(without behaving in passive manner as listed above).
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The second list may look like this:
 Shouting
 Frowning
 Speaking ill of someone or insulting the person
 Talking behind their back
 Pointing fingers in a threatening manner
(‘I will show you what I do next time’)
 Complaining about the other person – “does not
understand, never lets me do it”
 Physically showing force or pushing
Inform the kishoris what they saw was aggressive behaviour. Explain that in such
behaviour, while conveying what you want or feel, you do not think or care about what
the other person feels. This is because you do not think it is important or donot realize
that you are hurting others or causing anger in others that may cause others to not agree
with you at all.
5. Point out that people respond to you based on the opinion they form about what
words, actions, or gestures you use to express yourself and what influence these
have on the person. The other person may be convinced by you into agreeing with
your view or may totally disagree with you, being not happy and convinced by what
you said or how you behaved.
 Tell kishoris to be confident in voice and by face.
 Remind the girls that it is important to have the right tone.
 Tell them to practice being persuasive and assertive without annoying others.
 Help them to practice negotiating for their rights and needs in an amiable manner.
 Help them in developing reasoning for their decisions, views and demands.

Questions for Discussion
Tell one kishoris to act in a passive and another in an aggressive way in a similar situation.
 Ask other kishoris to tell the difference?
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 How did it feel to change the behaviour to handle the same situation?
 Can they spot and change to assertive behaviour themselves, without being
aggressive?
Linking Learning with Life
Divide the group into three, calling them number 1, 2 and 3. Number 1 plays an assertive
character, Number 2 a passive character and Number 3 an aggressive character. Have
them act out two different role plays.
 Give information on reproductive health to the other two groups.
 Persuade them to do something (like, going to the clinic or chewing gutka).
 Ask them to seek permission for taking things from a friend, or to go out.
 To apologize for a mistake or for having lied or stolen.
Discuss each role play and help kishoris to communicate in a better way.
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Stress Management
 Stress is the manner in which body responds to an unpleasant situation.
 Stress affects both our bodies as well as our mind.
 It affects thinking and decision making process and reduces concentration in work.
 Many kishoris face events and situations in life that cause stress. It is important to see
what causes stress in our lives and how it affects our body, feelings and behaviour.
 The events that happen may not be under our control but how we react to them
manage them is definitely under our control.

Stages of Stress build-up :
1. Stress: can be caused by thoughts in our mind or due to someone around us.
2. Multiple Stresses: Several things may cause tension at the same time
(e.g. how do I tell mother that I want to go out with friends to Mela in nearby
village?; I did not do my homework; and my friend is angry with me)
3. Physically visible effects of Stress: Health problems due to stress.
(a headache or cold may make things worse).
4. Excessive Stress: Too much of stress can lead to a person behaving in an
unreasonable manner and appear irritable or may rebel. May drink, smoke
or use drugs, fight with others without a reason.
5. Aggression Peak: The point when all the stresses have built up to explosion
point. The person may take extreme steps of hurting himself/ herself or
others.
Give example of boiling water in a tight lid pan which causes the
steam to blow the lid eventually, spilling the hot water all over.
Similarly, if stress is not managed, it can lead to emotional outburst
(as anger or depression) or may even cause emotional imbalance.

Questions for Discussion
Ask kishoris to discuss the following based on their personal observation:
What signals are there that stress is starting to build up?
How can you reduce stress when it begins to build up?
What happens when people reach their aggression peak?
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Leadership

 Leadership is the art of influencing
and directing people in such a way that
will win their confidence, respect and
cooperation in achieving goals.
 Leadership is about managing things
effectively.
 One way to define leadership is that
leaders use their leadership skills
strategically to appreciate, influence and
manage towards shared goals
 Each kishori has hidden leadership
potential which she needs to realize and appreciate within her own self. Through
her leadership skill, she can influence society as a whole.

We can say that leaders:
 are able to appreciate and develop the strengths within others.
 understand how to work with others.
 manage available material and people for best results.
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 each one of us can be a good leader as :
 We are born with some qualities of a leader; and
 We can develop some qualities to become a good leader

Activity:
 Read the qualities of a good leader listed below and mark the quality you have with a
 And the quality you lack in as X.
 You may have some qualities listed below that need little bit of improvement, circle
them.
 Practice these qualities when you are with Kishori Samooh and review your
behaviour in the Samooh.
 Remind yourself every now and then, not to repeat your mistakes.
 Improve your behaviour of dealing with other kishoris of the group and you fellow
leaders (Sakhi/ Saheli).

Qualities of a Good Leader
 Self respect & respect for others
 Great self confidence and good knowledge about several things
 Do not discriminate against anyone
 Good listener
 Appreciates others’ strengths and weaknesses and encourages others to give their best
 Easily understand other’s view point
 Effective in communicating ideas, thoughts and needs
 Convince others easily
 Honest, strong and bold in thought and action
 Humble
 Great sense of responsibility
 Stands firmly behind group members and supports them in the hour of need
 Does not hesitate to apologize to others
 Does not forget to thank others
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Issues Affecting Women and Girls
 Nature has made us as boys and girls.
 We grow up to become men and women.
 Men and women are different physically.

 There is no difference in girls and boys
or men and women as far as brain is
concerned.

 Girls can study and play as boys do.
 Girls can take up all jobs that boys can
take up.

 In our homes and the society, it is the
people who have created the idea about
what is the work of a girl, a boy, a woman
or a man.

 In our homes and the society, it is the
people who have created the idea about
how women/girls should behave and
how men and boys should behave.

Activity :
1. Ask kishoris what are the tasks they do, their mothers do and what are the tasks done
by their brothers/father. Note these on the blackboard or chart paper and discuss if
tasks note for one cannot be done by the other. Let them also give reason for their
answer.
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2. Ask kishoris what are the roles of girl, women, boys and men at home and in society.
Note these on the blackboard or chart paper and discuss if tasks noted for one
cannot be done by the other. Let them also give reason for their answer.

Some Issues that Affect Girls and Women

 Killing girls before birth, in the
womb of the mother

 Killing girl of few months by:
 not feeding her properly
 keeping her hungry
 not taking her to doctor when ill
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 Discriminating against girls in quantity
and types of food given as compared boys
in the family

 Not allowing girls to study like boys in
the family

 Child marriage

 Child prostitution

 Girls engaged as housemaids in cities

 Eve-teasing, molestation and rape
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 Domestic violence

 Harassment by husband and his family
members and relatives for dowry

 Unplanned parenthood:
 Early motherhood in teenage
 Small gap in between birth of children
 More than two children
 Having children when you are not
able to take care of their needs

 Desertion by husband

 No means of support for widows,
deserted women and old women, if
do not have source of income or good
amount of money saved
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Laws to help Girls and Women
1. Say ‘No’ to child marriage
2. What is Domestic Violence?
3. Machinery for Handling cases related to Domestic Violence
4. How Protection Officer can help victim of Domestic Violence
5. Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961
6. What is “The Protection of Children from Sexual Offence (POCSO) Act, 2012
7. Abortion and the law on abortion
8. Law to prevent female foeticide
9. Citizen’s Right to Information
10. Right of Every child to Free & Compulsory Education
11. What to do in cases of Rape?
12. Marriage among Hindus
13. Maintenance of dependents under section 125, code of criminal procedure
14. Arrest
15. Reporting Crime to Police
16. Muslim Marriage & Divorce
17. Rights of Women and Girls to Property
18. Maintenance of wife and children during court proceeding for divorce, judicial
separation and restoration of conjugal rights (i.e. matrimonial cases)
Discuss these laws with kishoris using fliers given to sakhis/ sahelis as part of the kit.
 National Human Rights Commission

011-23385368
9810298906

 IFSHA Helpline (for emotional and relationship problems): 011-26253289
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Helplines to help women in distress:
 Central Social Welfare Board (Police Helpline):

1091
1291
011-23317004

 Shakti Shalini Helpline: 10920
 Shakti Shalini – women’s shelter Helpline:

011-24373736
011-24373737

 Sakshi (Violence Intervention Centre) Helpline:

0124-2562336
0124-5018873

 Madhyam Helpline (for legal aid) :

011-24316922
011-24324503

 National Commission for Women:

011-23237166/ 23236203/
23236204

 National Human Rights Commission:

011-23385368
9810298900

 IFSHA Helpline (for emotional and relationship problems): 011-26253289
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Accessing Public Services
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Accessing Public Services
• Using Services at a Bank
• Post Office
• Reporting Crime to Police

Exposure Visits for Kishoris
SABLA scheme provides for Exposure Visits for Kishoris enrolled under the scheme to
gain knowledge about and be aware of various services that may be utilised by Kishoris,
their family members and other families in the village. These visits may be arranged
by ICDS functionaries in collaboration with NGOs and Government Officials. Using
services and schemes available at nearby Banks and Post Offices is an essential part of
life these days and Kishoris can be a guide to family members and village community
in accessing these services and schemes, besides using these services themselves. In
addition, Kishoris should also be familiar with the Police Station and the process of
lodging FIRs/ Police complaints and should not feel hesitant in reporting crime. There
can also be visits planned to local Panchayat Bhawan, PHC, Railway Station, etc.
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Using Services at a Bank
Bank
A bank is a place where you can keep your
money safely and withdraw a part of it from
time to time, as per your needs. Your money
is kept in an account bearing your name and
you can deposit or withdraw money from
this account within the time that the bank is
open on working days of the bank. Generally,
bank works from Monday to Thursday for
full working hours written on the notice board and it works for half a day on Saturday.
You can earn some interest on your money lying in the bank.

A Bank
These days, some banks allow you to withdraw money from an
automatic machine by use of a card called debit/ credit card/ kisan card
that is issued in your name that can enable you to withdraw money at
anytime of the day or night. This machine is called ATM (Automatic
Teller Machine). You have to use this card carefully and keep it safely.
There is a secret number given to you for using the card to withdraw
money, which you should not tell anyone to avoid misuse of your card.

In which Bank to open an account?
While selecting a bank to open an account you have to keep in mind :
 The distance of bank/ATM from your home or place of work
 The ease of travelling to the bank
 The facilities and
schemes available in
the bank
 Someone known to
you should have an
account in that bank,
who can recommend
you to the bank
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How to open a bank account?
To open any account in a bank or to put your money in any scheme of the bank you
need to fill a form and give 2 photographs of yourself for record of the bank. An account
can be opened in the name of a child also, which is operated through a parent/guardian.
After filling up the form completely you have to sign it or give your thumb impression
on it. You may like to write the name of a person, as your nominee alongwith his/ her
details, for giving your money to him/ her in case you are no more.
The account-opening form asks for some information about the account holder, like:
 Full name
 Address
 Telephone/ Mobile number
 PAN number, if you pay income tax or have a PAN card
 Details of account in any other bank or same bank
 What work do you do?
 Type of bank account you want to open (current/ savings/ agriculture/remittance
from friends, relatives & family/ pension/ share trading/ hose rent)

Types of Accounts/ Schemes/ Services in a Bank
 Savings Account - It is an account in which you can deposit money saved by you
and withdraw part of it in case of need.
 Recurring Deposit Account – You deposit a fixed amount every month in this
account for a fixed number of months and you get back the amount saved and
interest earned on that amount.
 Flexi-Term Deposit Account – You deposit some amount of money in this account
in lumpsum, for a fixed time period of few weeks to few years to earn more interest
(like Term Deposit Schemes) than a savings account. In case of any emergency
you may withdraw a part of the money, as per you need without deduction of any
amount as a penalty.
 Personal Provident Fund (PPF) – You can open a PPF account in a nationalised
bank. A minimum yearly deposit of Rs. 500 is required to open and maintain a PPF
account, and a maximum deposit of Rs. 1,00,000 can be made in a PPF account in
any given financial year. The investments can be made in multiples of Rs. 5, either
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as a whole sum, or in installments (not exceeding 12 instalments in a year, though
more than one deposit can be made in a month).
 Term Deposit Schemes – Under this scheme, you deposit a lumpsum amount of
money that you do not need immediately, for a fixed time period of few weeks to
few years for earning more money as interest, in comparison to Savings account. In
case you need the money or a part of the money deposited, you have to close the
deposit totally and some money is deducted a penalty before you get the money and
interest earned on it till that time.
 Loan schemes – Banks offer loans for various needs of urban and rural people in
the country on interest according to you capacity to pay the loan after fulfilling your
basic needs. Loans are available for purchase of house, vehicle, agricultural needs
like seed, fertilizers and implements, tractors, small & large business needs, higher
education of children and personal needs.
 Safe Deposit Lockers – These lockers are operated by you with a key provided to
you by the bank, to be kept safely by you. Valuables like ornaments, property related
documents, will, and other things you feel that need to be kept safely may be kept in
the locker hired by you on rent.
 Deposit of income tax/ other taxes to be paid to Government – in case of some
nationalized banks.
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Post Office
A Post Office offers us many services.
These include:
i) Mail Services
ii) Money Related Services
MAIL SERVICES - enable us to send
letters, important papers and parcels.
We can send these by:
1. Ordinary post - as a post card, inland letter or in envelope by
fixing postal stamp and putting it in a nearby letter box.
2. Speed post - The service is available in some post offices for
sending urgent letters fast to cities and towns in the country.
The address on letter or packet of documents should have the 6
digit number in front of the name of the city or town (called the
PIN CODE NUMBER) assigned by Postal Department.
3. Registered letter- A letter can be registered at a post office
for record of having sent the letter. You can also attach an
“Acknowledgement Due” Card to be signed by the receiver of
the letter which shall be given back to you by post office after the letter has been
received and Acknowledgement Card has been signed by the person receiving the
letter.
4. Parcel post - You may send a parcel packet/box weighing upto 35 kg. in any part
of the country through postal services. It is a door-to-door service.

Money-related Services
at Past oﬃce
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5. Money order - Money order is a simple means of sending and receiving money
between the amounts of Rs.1000/- to Rs. 50,000/-. To send money through money
order you have to fill-up a form (TRP-1) giving your, as well as, receiver’s name
and address and amount of money being sent. You shall inform the receiver of the
money the 16 digit confidential number through phone/SMS/e-mail after tearing
the seal of the receipt given to you by post office. The receiver of the money shall
fill a form (TMP-1) in his close-by Post Office and receive the money after giving a
photo identity proof and the 16 digit number told by you.

Photo identity proof can be given as a photocopy of any one of these:1. Voter’s Identity Card
2. PAN Card
3. Ration Card with photo of receiver of money.
4. Post Office Identity Card
5. Driving License
6. Passport
7. School/College Identity Card
8. Official Identity Card
Remember that- if photo identity Card has an expiry date, that date should be mentioned
in the TMP-1 form by the receiver of money.
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Post Office Savings Schemes
These schemes are very useful for persons in rural and urban areas who do not have a
bank near them or find it difficult to follow Bank Rules due to their economic condition.
1. Post Office Saving Account This account serves the basic needs of depositing
money safely as savings and withdrawing some amount, as needed from time to
time. The saving account can be opened individually or jointly. The money saved
in this account earns an interest of 4 percent each year. The table below guides the
details of the scheme:
How to invest
One can invest in any
Head Post Office/SubPost Office by cash,
demand draft or local
cheque

Who can invest
• An adult
• 2 - 3 adults jointly
• A minor of
minimum ten years
• A guardian on
behalf of a minor or
a person of unstable
mind

Amount of Investment
• Minimum invested
amount has to be
Rs. 1500. Maximum
amount can be
Rs. 4.5 lakh for a single
account and Rs. 9 lakh
for a joint account.
• Minors have a separate
limit of investment of
Rs. 3 lakh.

Savings Account
2. Post Office Recurring Deposit Account
This scheme helps you to save specific amount
of money each month over a period of 5
years. A the end of 5 years you may withdraw
the money saved, along with the interest paid
at the rate of 8.4% per year by Post office on
this saved money. You may extend the saving
plan further to continue saving in the same
manner. You can even close the savings in
Recurring Deposit Account at the end of 3
years. In case you failed to pay the deposit for a month, you can continue in the
scheme by paying it within 2 months.
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Recurring Deposit

3. Monthly Income Scheme (MIS) Account Whenever we have a big amount of
money we tend to spend it fast and find it difficult to retain it for a long period of
time to meet our needs. An easy way to save big amount of money and spend only
a reasonable amount of money to support our needs is to open a Monthly Income
Scheme at the nearby Post Office to earn an interest at the rate of 8.5% per year over
the 5 years period, during which monthly income shall be credited to our Savings
Account in the Post Office which may be withdrawn to our support needs. In case
the Savings Account is of an individual, a minimum amount of Rs1500/- should be
retained in it and at the most Rs.4.5 lakhs can be retained in it. In case of a Joint
Account, atleast Rs 1500/- should always be retained in the account and at the most
Rs. 9 lakhs may be held in this account.
The Monthly Income Scheme is very useful
for persons who retire from Government or
Private Service and who have received huge
amounts of money as retirement benefits.
The scheme also supports the needs of people
who have received compensation on account
of disability, accident claim, land acquisition
compensation and lumpsum claim of
maintence on divorce or separation in case of
married women.
4. Time Deposit Account- An amount of Rs. 200/- or multiples of Rs. 200/- can be
deposited in the Post Office Time Deposit Account by any person singly or jointly
with another person for a period of 1, 2, 3 or
5 years period. The money deposited in this
account shall earn an interest at the rate of 8.28.5%, depending upon the duration of deposit.
This is a good way of saving and multiplying
money during the time you do not need it. You
may extend or renew the deposit if you do not
need it at the end of the period of deposit.
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5. Public Provident Fund AccountThis is a flexible savings scheme
where you may deposit a minimum
of Rs.500/- in a year, in one or more
installments (upto 12 installments).
At the most, upto Rs1 Lakh may be
deposited in this account in a year.
The accounts can be opened in the
name of an adult or a child. The
interest earned is added to your deposit amount over a 15 year period and at the
end, you receive the money with interest earned on it and you are not required to
pay any tax on the whole amount. This is a good saving scheme for those who do
not have a regular monthly income or who can not save in a regular manner every
month. This Scheme is also useful for those who have regular income and want
to save something every month. The account can be extended after 15 years for
another 5 years on maximum 2 occasions. Therefore, you can save in this scheme
for 15, 20 or 25 years.
6. National Savings Certificates (NSCs)- The Post Office
issues National Savings Certificates for a minimum
amount of Rs100/- and the person can get the
Certificate by paying any amount like Rs. 100/-, 500/-,
1000/- 5000/- and 10,000/- for a period of 10 years or
upto Rs1 lakh for a period of 5 years. The amount of
money paid for the Certificate and interest earned on
it shall not be taxed by Government.
7. Senior Citizen Savings Scheme AccountThe scheme is for old persons aged 60
years or above. Those persons who have
retired from service before 60 years on
their own request and are above 55 years
of age can also avail benefit under the
scheme. Any person, along with wife or
husband, can open this account with at
least Rs1000/- or more and can deposit at
the most Rs15 lakh for a period of 5 years.
The deposit may be further continued for
another 3 years, after the initial 5 years. The interest on the amount deposited may
be asked to be credited every 3 month in the savings credited every 3 months in
the Savings Account opened in the same Post Office for withdrawing the money to
support needs of the person.
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Postal Life Insurance Plans
 All Insurance Plans are there to support your needs during old age or to support the
needs of your family in case of your early or accidental death.
 Medical examination of the person taking these plans is compulsory.
 No money is received by your family/ dependants in case you have an insurance
plan in your name and you put an end to your life.
You can put your money in any of the following Insurance Plans:
1. SURAKSHA (Whole Life Assurance)
2. SUVIDHA (Convertible Whole Life Assurance)
3. SANTOSH (Endowment Assurance)
4. SUMANGAL (Anticipated Endowment Assurance)
5. YUGAL SURAKSHA (Joint Life Assurance)
6. Scheme for Physically Handicapped persons
7. Children Policy

Postal Life
Insurance

Santosh

Suraksha

Children Policy

Suvirdha
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Reporting Crime to Police
Reporting Crime to
police:
 To report a crime to Police,
we can go to the nearest
Police Post or Police Station
or make a report crime on
phone.
 Who can report a crime to
Police?
• Person against whom a crime is committed OR
• Family member/ Friend/ Neighbour/ Passer-by who has seen the crime
happening
• Anyone who comes to know about the crime having been committed,
which includes common public and a police officer.
 What happens when you report the crime to “Duty Officer” in Police Station?
• The “Duty Officer” may only make a daily diary record of crimes that are not
very serious.
• The Police shall record the “First Information Report” called “FIR” in cases of
very serious crimes like murder, rape, theft, causing grievous hurt, abduction,
kidnapping dowry death, dowry demand, etc.
• FIR mentions the name and details of the person lodging the FIR.
• Even if police receives an anonymous call about
any serious offence, it is required to register
the complaint and investigate the facts to take
action.
• In all such cases where FIR is registered in
cases of reported crime, the Police is required
to immediately begin investigation into the
crime.
 You need not always go to Police Station
to report a crime. You can inform Police
about the crime even on take phone
for recording the FIR.
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 When ever you report a crime to Duty Officer in Police Station and he writes down
your report, demand that the information recorded be read out to you before you
sign it. In case of any wrongly recorded information get it corrected before you sign
it.
 Always ask for a copy of the FIR. It is your right and it is the duty of the Police
Officer to give you a copy of the FIR registered at your instance, free of cost.
 Essential Information to be recorded in F.I.R :
• Your name and address.
• Date, time and location of the crime reported by you.
• Clear and accurate narration of facts of the incident of reported crime.

• Names and other details related to identify of persons involved in the incident to
the extent you know. It doesnot matter if the identify of persons involved in the
crime is not known to you as FIR shall be recorded against unknown persons
and Police will identify the individuals involved while investigating the crime/
incident.
• Names & details of other persons who had seen the incident.
 A police officer has a duty of recording FIR of any crime that comes to his knowledge
or is reported to him by any person.
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 What should be done if Police Officer does not record the FIR of the crime reported
by any person?
• Meet the senior officers of Police like the area Superintendent of Police with a
request to record FIR based on your information.
• Alternatively, send your complaint in writing to the Superintendent of Police
by Registered Post with “Acknowledgement Due” card. Keep safely the proof of
such a dak sent by you.
• If the senior Police officers too do not order registrations of FIR in the Police
station for investigations, you may file a written complaint with Magistrate of
the area.
 Even if the Police Officer
says that the crime/
incident falls within the
area of another Police
Station in order to avoid
recording it, tell him
to record “Zero F.I.R”.
Later on, the “Zero FIR”
is transferred to the
relevant Police Station,
as decided by senior Police Officers alongwith the records of investigation done
upto the date of transfer of F.I.R.
 Never file a false complaint with Police, as you can be punished by the Court for
doing so.
 Do not exaggerate or distort facts while reporting to Police, as it will delay and
mislead the investigation by Police.
 The “Daily Diary Register” and “F.I.R” form are two different documents. On your
exposure visit to a Police Station alongwith other Sakhis/ Sahelis/ Kishoris see both
documents.
 F.I.R. is a permanent record at the Police Station.
 A copy of the F.I.R. is to be given to the complainant by the police station lodging
F.I.R.

DELHI POLICE HELPLINE: 1091
Other States also have Police Helplines
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National Institute of Public Cooperation
and Child Development

